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VALUE PROPOSITION

To enable every organisation     

make informed decisions through 

the use of accurate, complete 

and consistent data.
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DATA
key to your business

 Are you making informed decisions?

 Good decisions stem from accurate, complete and consistent data. 

 DATA PLATFORM
Are you struggling with inaccurate or 

incomplete information?

SOLUTION
Unlock the value of  your unstructured and 

structured data by using a solution that provides an 

all-in-one solution for data discovery, integration 

and data quality.
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Key Features

   DATA CONNECTORS01 
Access to Structured and Unstructured 
data in the following; Oracle, SQL 
Server, Sybase, Postgres, MySQL 
databases, Salesforce, Northgate, MS 
Dynamics 365, Sharepoint, SAP 
SuccessFactor, flat files.

   RECORD LINKAGE04 
Machine Learning capability to 
identify matching or closely related 
data from multiple sources that 
don’t have obviously discernible 
unique identifier.

     DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT05 
Gain insights into unstructured data 
(PDF,.doc, .TIFF)  in minutes.
Digitise and Review thousands of 
documents; using keywords to group or 
identify patterns.

   PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS06 
DataHub enable users to identify 
anomalies in data. This is helpful in 
identifying a trend and abnormalis in 
transactional activities such as bank 
transactions.

   DATA ARCHIVING02 
Search function that allow the 
search of structured and 
unstructured data; and a 
mechanism to archive the retrieved 
data.

KEY TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
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 CLASSIFY, CATALOG &   
 REDACT

03 
Discover, analyse and organise data 
into categories. You can even go 
further to edit or obscure 
information within documents.



Benefits – Value 
AddAn Intelligent orchestration of uploading,  validating, and publishing 
information.

Flexible

DataHub provide users with the 
capability to adapt the platform 
to meet their needs.

 Unified 
Platform

DataHub serves as a one-stop 
shop for data ingestion, data 
integration, data discovery, 

data validation, data cleansing, 
data archiving.

    Scalable

DataHub is developed using 
a scalable architecture that 
allows a user to scale up or 
down depending on usage.

24-7 Support

DataHub support team are 
available 24 hours a day and 7 

days a week to guide you 
through any issues you may 

encounter.

BENEFITS

.
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Data matching and data cleansing for single view of 
customer. (DataHub)

Data validation and data migration of 
customer data. (DataHub)

Document review and Record Linkage 
with external database (DataHub)
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DataHub users

Data digitalisation of Landmark’s internal 
document management. (DataDoc)
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